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Frederick William Dame 
 
 

I AND MY WHITE HOUSE AND MY SUPREME COURT 

WOULD NEVER 

SCREW AMERICAN TAXPAYERS!!! 
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THE DECLARATION OF DEPENDENCE AND TAXATION 

BY THE 

OBAMA THUG REGIME 

IN THE TAX-LEVYING CONGRESS, July 4, 2012. 

(To be Known in the Future as the Day Not Independent of Taxes.) 

(NOTICE:  This is not a mandate.  The reader is not forced to read this 

declaration.  However, failure to do so, or non-failure to not do so can be 

interpreted as a situation that will cause a tax to be levied on the reader for 

doing so or not doing so.) 

 

The unanimous Declaration OF TAXES of the Obama Thug Regime of the 

Fifty-Seven United States of PRO-TAXATION OBAMA NATION. 

To be a TAX or not to be a TAX; 

that's the question. 

- William TAXspeare 

 

When in the Course of TAXABLE human events, it becomes TAXABLY necessary 

for one Regime ORDAINING TAXES to resolve the political bands THAT TAX which 

have connected them with another THAT ARE TAXED, and to assume among the 

TAXABLE powers of the TAXABLE earth, the TAXABLE separate and equal 

TAXABLE station to which the TAXABLE Laws of TAXABLE Nature and of 

TAXABLE Nature's TAXABLE God entitle them TO BE TAXED, a decent respect to 

the TAXABLE opinions of TAXABLE mankind requires that the Regime ORDAINING 
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TAXES should declare the causes which impel them to the TAXATION dependence 

OF THOSE WHO ARE TAXED with THOSE WHO TAX. 

We, the TAXING Regime hold these TAXABLE truths to be TAXABLY self-evident, 

that all TAXABLE citizens are created TAXABLY equal, that they are TAXABLY 

endowed by their Regime TAX ASSESSOR with certain unalienable AND TAXABLE 

Rights, that among these are TAXABLE Life, TAXABLE Liberty and the TAXABLE 

pursuit of TAXABLE Happiness. – That to secure these TAXABLE rights, the TAX-

ORDAINING Regime is instituted TO ORDAIN TAXES among TAXABLE citizens, 

deriving their just TAXABLE powers from the TAXABLE consent of the TAXING 

Regime, – That whenever any TAXABLE form of the Regime becomes TAXABLY 

non-destructive of these TAXABLE ends, it is the TAXABLE Right of the Regime to 

TAXABLY alter or to abolish the free citizenry, and to institute the new TAX 

ORDAINING Regime as non-oppressor and the citizenry as servants, the TAX-

ORDAINING Regime laying its TAXABLE foundation on such TAXABLE principles 

and organizing its TAXABLE powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely 

TAXABLE to effect their TAXABLE Safety and TAXABLE Happiness.  TAXABLE 

Prudence, indeed, will dictate that THE TAX ORDAINING Regime long established 

should not be itself TAXABLE or changed for light and transient causes; and 

accordingly all TAXABLE experience hath shewn, that TAXABLE mankind are more 

disposed to suffer without TAXES, while TAXABLE evils are sufferable, than to right 

themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are TAXABLY accustomed by free 

governments.  But when a long train of TAXABLE abuses of freedoms by the 

citizenry and TAXABLE usurpations of liberty, pursuing invariably the same 

TAXABLE Happiness evinces a TAXABLE design to TAXABLY reduce the Regime 

of absolute TAX ORDAINING Despotism, it is the TAX-EXECUTING right of the 

Regime, it is their TAX-EXECUTING duty, to institute such TAX ORDAINING 

Regime TAXES, and to provide new TAXABLE Guards for the Regime's future TAX-

EXECUTING security. – Such has been the former condition of these anti-TAX 

states; and such is now the TAXABLE necessity which necessitates the Regime to 

alter the former TAXABLE Systems of free Government.  The history of the present 

Dictator OBAMA, the Chief of TAXES, is a history of repeated NON-TAXABLE 
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presents to the citizenry and NON-TAXABLE promises of freedom, all having in 

direct object the TAXABLE establishment of an absolute TAX ORDAINING Regime 

over these Anti-TAX States. To prove this, let TAXABLE Facts be submitted to a 

candid TAXABLE world. 

The Regime Dictator has given his assent to TAXABLE Laws, the most wholesome 

and necessary for the TAXABLE public good. 

The Regime Dictator has ALLOWED his minor OBOT-TAX-ORDAINING Dictators to 

pass TAXABLE Laws of immediate and pressing TAXABLE importance, unless 

suspended in their TAXABLE operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when 

so suspended, he has forcefully attended to them with utmost transparency. 

The Regime Dictator has ACTIVELY PASSED other TAXABLE Laws for the 

accommodation of large TAXABLE districts of people, and if those TAXABLE people 

would relinquish the right of Representation in the Legislature, then the Regime has 

a TAXABLE right inestimable to them and formidable to collect TAXES for the 

relinquishing of Representation.  

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have called together legislative bodies at places unusual, 

uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their TRUTHFUL public Records, 

for the sole purpose of fatiguing the TAX-ORDAINING Regime into compliance with 

We the People ANTI-TAX measures.  

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have taken over the Representative House of Congress for 

opposing with unmanly firmness the TAXABLE executions on the NON-TAXABLE 

rights of the Regime over the TAXABLE people. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to 

cause other PRO-TAX Democrats to be elected; whereby the Legislative powers, 

incapable of Annihilation, have returned to the TAXABLE PEOPLE at large for their 

exercise; the TAX-ORDAINING Regime remaining in the mean time exposed to all 

the dangers of NON-TAXABLE invasion from without, and ANTI-TAX convulsions 

within. 
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The TAXABLE PEOPLE have endeavored to prevent the population of these ANTI-

TAX States; for that purpose obstructing the ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION of Foreigners; 

refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations hither, and raising the 

conditions of new Appropriations of Lands by the redistricting measures executed by 

the TAX-ORDAINING Regime. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have obstructed the Administration of Justice, by refusing to 

Assent to Laws for establishing Judiciary powers of executive privilege and gun-

control. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have made Judges dependent on their Will alone, regarding 

the meaning of natural born citizen. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have erected a multitude of ANTI-TAX TEA Party Protests, 

and sent hither swarms of ANTI-OBOTS AND ANTI-OCCUPIERS to harass the 

TAX-ORDAINING Regime's peace-loving people, and eat out their substance. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have kept among the Regime, in times of peace, TAX-

SUPPORTED Standing Armies without the Consent of our TAX-ORDAINING 

REGIME and legislature. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have affected to render the Military independent of and 

superior to the TAX-ORDAINING Regime's Dictator power. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have combined with others to take away from the TAX-

ORDAINING Regime to a TAXABLE jurisdiction foreign to our NON-PRESENT 

NEW, but not yet constitution, and unacknowledged by our Regime's laws; giving 

their Assent to their Acts of pretended BUT ILLEGAL Legislation: 

For not Quartering large bodies of armed troops, such as OCCUPIERS, OBOTS, 

AND ISLAMISTS among us: 
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For not protecting the TAX-ORDAINING Regime from criticism for any character 

Murders which were never committed on the TAXABLE Inhabitants of these 

TAXABLE States: 

For protesting against our TAXABLE Trade with all parts of the TAXABLE world: 

For protesting TAXES from the TAX-ORDAINING Regime without the Regime's 

Consent:  

For depriving the Regime in many TAXABLE cases, of the benefits of COLLECTING 

TAXES: 

For calling beyond the Seas for the Regime to be tried for pretended offences related 

to TAXES: 

For desiring the free System of Constitutional Law deserving therewith to continually 

exert their freedoms and enlarge their liberties, so as to render at once an example 

and fit instrument for introducing the same non-absolute rules of behavior throughout 

the TAX-ORDAINING Regime's TAXABLE servant states: 

For desiring the TAX-ORDAINING Regime's legal documents, for the upkeep of their 

most valuable Laws, and desiring to alter fundamentally the Forms of the TAX-

ORDAINING Regime's dictatorship: 

For wanting to influence the TAX-ORDAINING Regime's Legislatures, and declaring 

themselves invested with power to legislate for the Regime in all cases whatsoever 

TAXABLE. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have abdicated the Regime here, by declaring the Regime 

out of their Protection and waging an ANTI-TAX War against the Regime. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have plundered the TAX-ORDAINING Regime's money 

coffers, ravaged the Regime's banks, burnt some of our TAXABLE towns and 

houses, particularly in Colorado and Texas, and thus destroyed the TAXABLE lives 

of our TAX-LOVING OBOTS.  
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The TAXABLE PEOPLE are at this time transporting large Armies of foreign 

Mercenaries, so-called American Patriots and TEA PARTIES, to complete the works 

of TAXABLE death, TAXABLE desolation and the TAX-ORDAINING Regime, 

already begun with circumstances of ANTI-TAX Cruelty & ANTI-TAX perfidy scarcely 

paralleled in the most TAXABLE barbarous ages, and totally against the worthy 

Head of a Satan-oriented Regime. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have vocally constrained our fellow TAX-LOVING OBOTS. 

The TAXABLE PEOPLE have excited domestic insurrections amongst ILLEGAL 

IMMIGRANTS and have endeavored to bring on our TAXABLE frontiers, the 

merciless TERRORIST Savages, the American Patriots, whose known activity as a 

rule of warfare, is an undistinguished destruction of all Regime ages, Regime sexes, 

and Regime conditions. 

In every stage of these Oppressions The Obama Regime has Petitioned for Redress 

in the most humble terms:  Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by 

repeated injury and ANTI-TAXATION insults and ANTI-TAXATION lies.  A Prince 

whose character is thus marked by every good and positive act for the general 

welfare which may define the Regime, is unfit to be hated by The TAXABLE 

PEOPLE. 

Nor have We been wanting in attentions to our TAXABLE brethren.  We have 

warned them from time to time of attempts by their legislature to extend an 

unwarrantable TAXABLE jurisdiction without the Regime.  We have reminded them 

of the circumstances of our TAXABLE emigration and TAXABLE settlement here.  

We have appealed to their native TAX-EVOKING justice and magnanimity, and we 

have conjured them by the ties of our common kindred to disavow these ANTI-TAX 

usurpations, which, would inevitably interrupt our TAXABLE connections and 

TAXABLE correspondence.  They too have been deaf to the TAXING voice of justice 

and of TAXABLE consanguinity.  We must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, 

which denounces our desire for Regime unity, and hold them, as we hold the rest of 

TAXABLE mankind, Enemies in War, in Peace TAXABLE Friends. 
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We, therefore, the TAX-ORDAINING Representatives of the United States of 

America, in General TAX-EXECUTING Congress, Assembled, appealing to the TAX-

ORIENTED Supreme Judge of the world for the TAXABLE rectitude of our TAXABLE 

intentions, do, in the TAXABLE Name, and by TAXABLE Authority of the good 

TAXABLE People of these TAXABLE servant states, solemnly publish and declare, 

hat these TAXABLE, not-yet-Regime-United Colonies are, and of TAXABLE Right 

ought to be TAXABLY non-Free and TAXABLE non-Independent States; that they 

are not TAXABLY Absolved from all Allegiance to the Regime TAX KING OBAMA, 

who will not have to pay a TAX because he does not have, or because he does have 

citizenship, and that all political connection between the TAXABLE servant states 

and the TAX-ORDAINING State of OBAMANATION, is and ought to be totally and 

forcefully reorganized; and that as TAXABLE servants and TAXABLE States, they 

have no full TAXABLE Power to levy TAXES, conclude TAX LAWS, contract ANTI-

TAX Alliances, establish TAXABLE Commerce, and to do all other TAXABLE Acts 

and TAXABLE Things which TAXABLE Independent States may of right do 

TAXABLY. And for the support of this TAX Declaration, with a firm reliance on the 

protection of TAXABLE Providence, we the TAX-ORDAINING Regime mutually 

pledge to each other our non-TAXABLE Lives, our non-TAXABLE Fortunes and our 

non-sacred, non-TAXABLE Honor. 

Signed: 

The Club of Obama Thugs for TAXES, but also for more TAXES, 

the President and Supreme Judge of TAXES, The TAX(dis)honorable John Roberts, 

and the utterly TAX(dis)honorable Barack Hussein Obama. 

THE TAX FOR PURCHASING THIS DOCUMENT IS 16 TRILLION DOLLARS. 

FAILURE TO PURCHASE THIS DOCUMENT CAN RESULT IN AN 

INTERPRETATION THAT A TAXABLE SITUATION IS IN EXISTENCE THAT 

NECESSITATES A TAX ON THE NON-PURCHASE IN THE AMOUNT OF 

16 TRILLION DOLLARS. 
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THE CONSTITUTION IS NEXT! 

 

Source: 

http://thelookingspoon.com/tlsimages/blog/2012/obama_most_interesting_man_in_the_world.jpg.2  

 

P.S.  If the reader thinks that this essay is taxing, you are correct in your thinking!  

Yet, do not forget that Barack Hussein Obama and John Roberts are more than 

TAXING!  They are traitors! 

 

Frederick William Dame 

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 

July 5, 2012 
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